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Abstract. The automation of bibliographic catalog and house-keeping 
operations in a library and/or the introduction of digital library system 
have seldom delivered context-specific or personalized information for 
the end user.  The existing cataloging and classification rules do not 
provide intelligent mechanism to store and retrieve ever-expanding 
information resources.  Adopting semantic technology with ontology as 
the formalism to represent all resources can provide a better system for 
information storage and retrieval. This paper presents a resource 
ontology developed using any cataloging rule to provide semantic 
description of the resources (both printed and digital) of a library and 
the technical solution architecture to provide semantic library services 
triggered by an ontology management infrastructure and software 
agents. Separate ontologies to manage user community, classification 
scheme and subject categorization of resources enhance the semantics 
of user management and information retrieval.  
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1 Introduction 
There is an evolving paradigm shift in the way library collections are handled 
since World War II.  It was collection development era from 1950 to 1975 
when most of the libraries concentrated on acquiring resources. Greater 
impetus to collection management than collection development emerged with 
the application of information technology for library management from the 
year 1975 to 2000 [1]. Library operations namely cataloguing, acquisition, 
circulation, serial control, bibliographic services and likewise were 
computerized. Most of the universities and research centers began to reap the 
benefits of automation. The dynamic growth of digital content and the 
demand to supply just-in-time resources to the end users precipitated the need 
for digital library. Today, the information explosion through Internet is 
reaching saturation. Information retrieval from billions of web documents 
using conventional search engines is inadequate. Knowledge management has 
crept into library community to leverage the benefits of digital resources. 
 
Meanwhile, Tim-Berner Lee, the visionary of World Wide Web, envisioned 
the Semantic Web, which adds semantics (meaning) to web documents and 
make them machine-processable so that computers can process the required 
resources based on user’s preference [2]. This is leading to a new digital era in 
library science called semantic digital library incorporating semantics in the 
management of library resources.  
 
This paper presents the need to integrate semantic enabled digital library 
application with the existing legacy applications so that the gamut of library 
resources is available to the end user through a single interface. The semantic 
description of resources, users and the services using appropriate ontologies 
will make information retrieval personal, contextual and relevant independent 
of a particular library cataloging or classification scheme. Solution 
architecture is proposed to add semantics and provide intelligent, information 
retrieval services. This solution also incorporates the legacy application of 
library management (LMS) for mundane activities in a library.  
1.1. Outline of the Paper 
Section 2 presents the need for integration of classical and digital library 
applications due to the paradigm shift in library science from collection 
management to knowledge management. Section 3 is an overview of semantic 
technology and ontology as a knowledge model for digital libraries. In section 
4, ontology for library resources is developed using Anglo-American 
Cataloguing Rule (AACR2) as the source. The solution architecture to 
implement the integration of classical and digital libraries using the Resource 
ontology is proposed in section 5. Highlighting the related works in this field, 
the proof-of-concept for the proposed solution is shown as a derivative of the 
comparative study of semantic web applications for digital library.  
2 The Need  
Most of the libraries are built on a cataloging scheme of their choice like 
AACR2, an international cataloging standard. Classification is done using 
Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC), Library of Congress Classification 
(LCC), Colon Classification (CC) or any other scheme [3].  These cataloging 
and classification rules provide a static structure for organization of the 
resources. They are not flexible to adapt and expand the services of growing 
digital resources in a library. This leads to a chasm between the digital and 
classical systems. Libraries that opted for automation in collection 
management era view digital library as a separate entity. Those who opted 
digitization in knowledge management era combine both digital and classical 
library systems as a single fold. The libraries are in a two-tier system for 
classical and digital library services with differing approaches for cataloging 
and classification and lacking intelligent dissemination services. However, at 
the organization level, the content and services of a library (be it classical or 
digital), can be grouped together and addressed via a single interface. Figure 1 
depicts the numerous forms of library resources as digital and physical and the 
services that can be provided and combined.  It is undeniable that legacy 
application for library management with its huge repository of bibliographic 
cataloging records cannot be ruled out. The application of semantic 
technology with ontology as the formalism to define library resources, users 
and environment can lead to a binding of digital and classical library services.  
 
 
Figure 1. Resources and Services of Classical and Digital Library Systems  
3 Semantic Technology  
Semantic Technology is the software technology that allows the meaning of 
and associations between information to be known and processed at execution 
time. A semantic technology application is based on a knowledge model 
defined formally as an ontology that provides executable knowledge during 
run time [4]. 
 
Ontology provides a framework to represent any domain knowledge as 
‘explicit, formal specification of shared conceptualization’ [5].  Ontology 
enables shared knowledge and reuse where information resources can be 
communicated between human or software agents. Semantic relationships in 
ontologies are machine readable, which enable automatic representation of 
facts and rules, and querying in a subject domain.  We have selected OWL 
(Web Ontology Language) as the ontology representation language as it has 
matured to become an accepted standard by World Wide Web Consortium. 
OWL is a consolidation of its preceding languages namely SHOE, OIL, 
DAML+OIL [6]. OWL provides a rich set of constructs to define classes as 
named or anonymous using property restrictions, logical operations or class 
axioms [7].  OWL-DL, an OWL version is based on Description Logic, a 
derivative of First Order Predicate Logic, which enables sound and decidable 
reasoning facility [8]. Any semantic application is built on an ontology whose 
data is stored in a persistent store with information transaction processing and 
access enabled through SOAP and software agents. 
4 Resource Ontology  
In simple terms, ontology is seen as a controlled vocabulary, glossary or 
taxonomy. In the context of semantic technology applications, ontology is 
much more a complex structure, which provides sharable and executable 
knowledge of the addressed domain. A common cataloguing structure for all 
information resources of both classical and digital library systems can be 
devised as Resource ontology. This ontology can grow as the knowledge base 
of a library accommodating every aspect of bibliographic description about 
the resources.  Resource ontology can be built using any existing cataloging 
rule to incorporate the experience of the community and this can be updated to 
include bibliographic requirements of the future. This ontology can be agreed 
upon for all library resources and shared by various user communities. In this 
paper, we have shown the creation of resource ontology based on AACR2, an 
internationally accepted cataloging standard. Figure 2 gives a schematic view 
of the main concepts of the ontology with relationship of various 
bibliographic elements linked to a resource item. Table 1 in appendix presents 
the scheme for ontology with its classes, data properties and object properties 
for representation in OWL-DL. Each bibliographic area of AACR2 is 
considered as a separate concept with its own sub-concepts. A resource is 
annotated and defined by linking various related concepts using OWL 
properties.  
 
 
 
Figure 2. Resource Ontology based on AACR2 
 
Developing this ontology, we have realized that the entire AACR2 definition 
can be brought under a simple schema. In the first version of ontology, we 
have ignored the trivial details. However, all main concepts are covered. 
Different types of resources such as books, pamphlets, cartographic materials, 
manuscripts, music, computer files and likewise defined in the cataloging rule 
are considered as individuals of <Resource Type> class and mapped to a 
resource through object property <hasResourceType>. 
 
Common specification rules of AACR are not explicitly defined for each 
resource type. This is facilitated in ontology definition from the perspective of 
machine-processing. For instance, AACR2 differentiates many types of a title 
namely title proper, variant title, key title and parallel title. These options are 
also mentioned for bibliographic areas of Series and Note but not explicitly 
linked. Using an object property <has Title>, the classes of title are mapped to 
these as shown in figure 3 for Series. Similarly, Statement of Responsibility 
for a Resource has to be included for Edition, Series and Note. This is very 
well taken care by the object property <hasResponsibility>. Mathematical 
Data area is used only for cartographic materials. This rule is incorporated 
into the definition of the class Mathematical Data by OWL asserted condition 
with the property <hasResourceType as Cartographical_Material> so that 
Cartographs alone be members of this class as shown in figure 4.  
 
 
 
Figure 3 . Protégé Snapshot of Asserted Conditions for the Note Area 
 
 
 
Figure 4 . Protégé Snapshot of Asserted Conditions for the Class Mathematical Data 
5 Solution Architecture 
The proposed solution (figure 5) provides two levels of services namely 
Digital Library services and Classical Library services.  Classical library 
services are routed through the legacy application for library management 
(LMS). Digital Services are implemented as semantic technology applications 
coupled with an ontology management server (OMS), which directs and 
controls the required ontologies, the data stores and functional agents.  The 
existing bibliographic catalogue records from LMS must be annotated with 
semantic descriptions compatible with Resource ontology. It is difficult for 
the potential users to make the semantic description of all physical resources 
of a library, which are already in electronic format. This task can be 
automated if the required information can be extracted in one of popular 
legacy bibliographic formats such as MARC21. Annotation agent bridges 
between LMS and OMS and does the annotation of semantic descriptions for 
physical resources. Whenever a new resource is added or modified, the agent 
reads the change (say in MARC21 format) in LMS bibliographic catalog, and 
notifies OMS to update the ontology repository with the required annotation 
and resource details. 
 
Figure 4. Block Diagram of Semantic Bound Digital and Classical Library Systems 
 
This proposal is deployed using an Open Source solution namely KAON, the 
Karlsruhe ontology management infrastructure, from University of Karlsruhe, 
Germany [9]. It provides multiple functionalities to create, store, retrieve, 
maintain and apply ontologies. Semantic-based applications for the digital 
services are engineered and plugged into KAON Server. Each digital service 
with its distinct functionality is implemented via APIs provided by OMS. 
KAON API handles all transactions, modularisation, ontology evolution, 
metamodelling, lexica management and querying.  
 
Resource management facilitates uploading of the digital content to the 
ontology repository with sufficient ontological annotations. It provides a 
crawler agent that communicates with other agents, network of digital 
libraries and web services available over Internet and collects digital resource 
and notifies OMS to update the repository. All resources are mapped to the 
library repository using the Resource ontology that replaces the conventional 
cataloging system. This ontology can be enhanced and improved according to 
the growing needs of knowledge generation without affecting the existing 
structures. Any resource can be classified under different retrieval categories. 
This is facilitated by mapping every annotated resource with a Subject 
Ontology. Any popularly used ontology such as Dublin Core 
(http://dublincore.org) or WordNet (http://wordnet.princeton.edu) can be 
selected as the Subject Ontology. Dublin Core is a metadata standard that was 
originally developed for web documents. Its goal is to develop a simple data 
structure and set of rules that could be used to describe resources on the web. 
Dublin Core becomes an important classification system for library resources 
as a transfer from the conventional schemes. WordNet is a large lexical 
database of English. Nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are grouped into 
WordNet data to be accessed via RDF APIs and query languages. Concepts 
pertinent to a resource can be mapped using OWL properties.  
 
User management handles registration of users, creation of personal bookshelf 
[10] with bookmarks and linking the users with their friends in a closed user 
network using FOAF metadata (http://foaf-project.org). Readers can link 
categories created and managed by friends into their own bookmark structure.  
 
Searching and browsing is done based on simple queries as well semantic-
based queries where the expectations of the viewer are expressed in natural 
language. The system processes the query based on the concepts extracted and 
generates a filtered view.  Any user would like to view the resources based on 
a predefined classification. The existing library classification schemes such as 
DCC, LCC or CC based on disciplines will continue to be relevant to provide 
a general classification schema. A user can opt for any classification scheme if 
each scheme is represented as an ontology and mapped with Subject ontology. 
While Subject ontology defines the categorization of a resource, Classification 
ontologies facilitate the viewing of the resources according to the choice of 
the end user. Any classification scheme can be transformed to a relating 
ontology and linked to the system. 
6 Related Works 
The basic notions for the developed Resource ontology and the related 
solution architecture have emerged from the works of two research 
communities namely Digital Library and Semantic Web. Although there are 
many digital library systems that have proven successful (like DSpace1, 
Fedora2, Greenstone3), most of them do not include semantic functionalities. 
JeromeDL is one of the first open source digital library solution using 
Semantic Web technology that provides browsing and searching based on 
semantic description of resources and context-specific user management [11]. 
The concept of personalized profile management using FOAF is adopted from 
this implementation. The MarcOnt Initiative [12] of JeromeDL provides 
ontology for bibliographic purposes combining MARC21, BIBTex and 
Dublin Code.  
____________________________________________ 
1 http://dspace.org 
2 http://fedora.info 
3 http://greenstone.org/cgi-bin/library 
 
 
 
 
The BT digital library is based on the 5-layer approach of SEKT4 project to 
build any semantic enabled knowledge technology application [13]. SIMILE 
extends DSpace [14], enhancing its support for arbitrary schemata and 
metadata, primarily though the application of RDF and semantic web 
techniques. DOGMA is a project of STAR LAB5, which has developed a 
semantic application to convert WordNet ontology to build a category system 
to be incorporated into the digital library. Heritage+ is an integrated platform 
to manage document image collection and access heterogeneous multimedia 
elements through a unified interface, which is built on ontology for encoding 
various elements of multimedia resources. The ontology provides a 
meaningful linking of documents and their components [15].  
 
In the past three years, many semantic applications have been developed as 
part of Semantic Web Challenges of the International Conference on Semantic 
Web. Study of these applications show many techniques that can be 
incorporated in the development of semantic digital libraries [16]. CS AKTive 
Space (CAS) is an integrated Semantic Web application, which provides a 
way to explore the UK Computer Science Research domain across multiple 
dimensions for multiple stakeholders, from funding agencies to individual 
researchers [17]. Bibster6 is a Java-based system, which assists researchers in 
managing, searching, and sharing bibliographic metadata in a peer-to-peer 
network. 
7 Conclusion 
The special contribution of this paper is that the existing cataloging and 
classification rules can be enhanced with a distinct ontology (named as 
Resource ontology) to accommodate all kinds of resources providing 
personalized, simple and semantic-based access. Towards this end, a Resource 
ontology based on AACR2 has been developed. The ontology presents the 
details of the rules concerning various resource types addressed in AACR2 in 
a machine-processable manner. This ontology can be further refined based on 
experimental results of implementation.  
___________________________________ 
4 http://sekt-project.com 
5 http://starlab.vub.ac.be 
6 http://bibster.semanticweb.org/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As further work, we need to test the performance of Resource ontology and 
develop ontologies for various classification schemes like DDC or CC. 
Experimenting the ontology with the semantic application built on KAON for 
digital services will throw light on the performance and scalability of the 
system. 
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Appendix 
 
Class Sub Classes Data Properties Object Properties 
Resource  ClassNo hasResourceType 
Resource Type  Name  
GeoRegion  Name  
 Place Name, Address  
Language  Name  
Author  First Name, Middle Name, Last Name  
Responsibility  Author Role hasAuthor 
Title Proper Chief Title, Alternative Title, Supplied Title, Devised Title  
Parallel Title Chief Title in Another, Script hasLanguage 
Variant Title 
Half Title, Caption Title, Running 
Title, Cover Title, Spine Title, 
Panel Title, Title Block Title, Title 
on Container, Data set Name, 
Binder’s Title 
 
Title 
Key Title Key Title, Romanized Title  
Edition Area  Number, Version, Interest hasGeoRegion hasResponsibility 
Parallel Script hasLanguage  Revision Script hasLanguage 
Manufacturer  Name, Date hasPlace 
Publisher  
Name, Abbreviated Name, Contact 
Person, Remarks, Status, 
CommunicationDetails, Year, 
Date, Name of Printer, Date of 
hasPlace 
Printing, Address 
Physical 
Description  
Volume, Pages, Leaves, Columns, 
Braille, Tactile system, Illustrative, 
Accompanying Material, Material 
descriptor 
 
 Dimension Height, Width, Depth, Diameter  
Series  ISSN Number, Other Standard Number 
hasResponsibility, 
hasTitle 
 Sub Series  HasResponsibility, hasTitle 
Note   Summary, Content, Numbers 
hasLanguage, 
hasResponsbility, 
hasTitle, hasSeries, 
hasPublisher, 
hasPhysicalDescription  
Standard 
Number 
Document 
Identifier Standard Number, Other Number  
 Terms of Availability Price, Qualification  
Supplementary 
Details  Independently, Dependently  
Mathematical 
Data Area  
Scale, Projection, Coordinates, 
Equinox, Magnitude  
 
Table 1. Schema for Resource Ontology Based on AARC2 
 
